Ballantine discovered that Burroughs collectors would repurchase titles whenever they were rereleased with new artwork. *A Princess of Mars* alone had gone through another 8 printings in less than a decade. So another complete set of covers was commissioned and, as impressive as the Gino D’Achilie collection had been, they actually managed to top themselves.

Fantasy painter Michael Whelan’s (1950 - ) first professional work was on the Marvel magazine *Kull and the Barbarians* #1. He quickly established himself as a top sci-fi and fantasy cover artist. Here he turned in a set of wraparound covers that is some of his best work. A boxed set of the first 4 volumes titled *The Martian Tales of Edgar Rice Burroughs* carried the cover from volume 1.

*A Princess of Mars* (16th printing) in April 1981 had its cover reused a couple of decades later for the dust wrapper on the Science Fiction Book Club omnibus titled *Under the Moons of Mars*.

*The Gods of Mars* (18th printing) was released in November 1982.

*The Warlord of Mars* (18th printing) was released in September 1982.

*Thuvia, Maid of Mars* (14th printing) in July 1981 once again, just as D’Achilie had done, repeated Robert Abbett’s original concept for Thuvia with her many-toothed and many-legged pet Banth.

*The Chessmen of Mars* (13th printing) in December 1981 had its painting of the classic and oft-repeated Jetan battle scene repeated on the SFBC omnibus titled *Return to Mars*.


*A Fighting Man of Mars* (11th printing) was released in December 1981.

*Swords of Mars* (13th printing) in December 1980 was actually the first new Whelan edition released, and was reprinted for the SFBC omnibus titled *Men of Mars*.

*Synthetic Men of Mars* (13th printing) in February 1981 featured the bold choice of showing the hero trapped in the misshapen body of a synthetic man (page 245).

*Llana of Gathol* (14th printing) was released in November 1981.

*John Carter of Mars* (12th printing) in November 1981 had its cover repeated for the SFBC omnibus titled *Tales of Mars*. 
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RETURN TO PERIL
After the long exile on Earth, John Carter finally returned to his beloved Mars. But beautiful Dejah Thoris, the woman he loved, had vanished. Now he was trapped in the legendary Eden of Mars—an Eden from which none ever escaped alive.

THE MARTIAN TALES OF EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
THE GODS OF MARS

GRAVEYARD OF FAITH
Far to the north, in the frozen wastes of Polar Mars, lay the home of the Holy Thems. Sacred and inviolate. Only John Carter dared to go there to find his lost Dejah Thoris. But between him and his goal lay the bones of all who had gone before.

THE MARTIAN TALES OF EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
THE WARLORD OF MARS
Michael Whelan
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THE MAD CONQUEROR
Out of Barsoom’s frozen north, an army descended to pillage the red planet’s proudest cities. Their crazed leader, the brutal Hin Abtol, stole the woman he craved. That was Hin Abtol’s fatal mistake. For Llana of Gathol was blood kin to John Carter, Warlord of Mars.

LLANA OF GATHOL

MENACE FROM SPACE
No sooner had John Carter fought off the seemingly invincible giant warrior attacking the mighty city of Helium than he was faced with a more terrifying challenge from the gulls of space. Skeletal creatures from Jupiter were plotting the conquest of Mars—and their first act was to kidnap the red planet’s Warlord!